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Brief Headlines
Biocon: SEC recommends emergency use nod for Serum’s COVID vaccine Covovax.
Divi’s Labs: SEC permits manufacturing and marketing of Merck’s Molnupiravir.
Inox Wind: The company board approved raising fund of Rs 90 crore.
Maharashtra Seamless: The company has bagged order worth Rs 151 crore from PSUs for
ERW, seamless pipes.
GE Shipping: The company board approved share buyback worth up to Rs 225 crore at
maximum Rs 333 per share.
BSE: The company to consider bonus issue on February 10.
Supriya Lifescience | The company will make its debut on the bourses on December 28. The
final issue price is fixed at Rs 274 per share.
Sastasundar Ventures | Ace investor Ashish Kacholia acquired 2.25 lakh equity shares in the
company at Rs 447 per share, however, Microsec Vision Trust One sold 2.25 lakh shares at
same price on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.
Bliss GVS Pharma | Prarthana Enterprises bought 7,52,570 equity shares in the company at Rs
112.12 per share on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.
HP Adhesives | Foreign investor Saint Capital Fund exited the company, selling 2,64,287
equity shares at Rs 315 per share and investor Moneywise Financial Services sold 1.6 lakh
shares at same price, however, Vijay Jayantilal Sanghavi acquired 1.15 lakh shares in the
company at Rs 315 per share and BW Traders bought 1,25,649 shares at Rs 315 per share on
the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.
IIFL Wealth Management | The company has approved the allotment of 1,200 rated secured
redeemable principal protected market linked non-convertible debentures, aggregating to
Rs 120 crore, on a private placement basis.
Lippi Systems | The company has entered into an agreement for the sale and transfer of
machineries with Image Gravures, a Partnership Firm, for Rs 9.45 crore.

Shyam Metalics and Energy | The company announced 20 percent increase in sponge iron
manufacturing capacity, boosting from 1.39 MTPA to 1.67 million tonnes per annum.
GR Infraprojects | The Provisional Completion certificate has been issued by the
Independent Engineer for "development of Purvanchal Expressway (Package-VII) from
Mojrapur to Bijaura (Ghazipur) in Uttar Pradesh on EPC basis, and has declared the project fit
for entry into commercial operation.
Siemens | A joint venture between TRIL Urban Transport, a Tata Group company, and
Siemens Project Ventures GmbH, a subsidiary of Siemens Financial Services, under public
private partnership route (PPP) will develop the metro corridor from Hinjewadi to
Shivajinagar, Pune. The joint venture has formed a special purpose company called Pune IT
City Metro Rail Limited.
RBL Bank | The bank announced the signing of the agreement with Bajaj Finance for the
extension of the partnership of co-branded credit cards for a period of 5 years to Dec 2026.
Firstsource Solutions: Sourcepoint Inc, a step-down subsidiary of the company, has
completed the acquisition of The StoneHill Group Inc. (TSG), a leading US mortgage services
provider.
Manappuram Finance: The company Board has approved raising up to Rs 500 crore via NCDs.
PI Industries: The company's MD and CEO Ramachandran to step down from executive role.
Adani Transmission: The company has received the Letter of Intent (LoI) for acquisition of a
renewable energy evacuation system under Khavda-Bhuj Transmission Ltd. With an
estimated capex of more than Rs 1,200 crore, company's execution of the project will help
evacuate about 3 GW of renewable energy from Khavda, Gujarat. Also the company received
the LoI for the acquisition of Karur Transmission Ltd.
Jubilant Ingrevia: The company has issued commercial papers of Rs 100 cr. on December 17.
Karda Constructions: Societe Generale acquired 36 lakh equity shares in the company at Rs
16.65 per share on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.

EQUITY WATCH
Market Update
Indian shares closed higher on Tuesday, boosted by technology and auto stocks, as investors mirrored positive trends in global markets and shrugged oﬀ worries around the Omicron
variant of the coronavirus. The NSE Nifty 50 index ended up 0.86% at 17,233.25 and the benchmark S&P BSE Sensex rose 0.83% to 57,897.48. The Nifty auto index rose 1.3%,
while IT (information technology) stocks added 0.97%. Indian benchmark indexes are still oﬀ by nearly 7% from a peak touched in October, pressured by a combination of factors,
including fears over heated valuations and a surge in Omicron cases globally. The country approved this week Merck's COVID-19 pill and two more vaccines for emergency use, as it
braces for a possible spike in infections from the highly infectious strain. In global markets, shares in Europe and Asia inched up, on Tuesday, helped by another record-setting day on
Wall Street. Authorities in Britain and France have held oﬀ from imposing tough restrictions on movement, betting that high vaccination rates will stop hospitals from being
overwhelmed even as cases surge. Among individual shares, Asian Paints and Sun Pharma were among top gainers on the Nifty 50 index, rising 2.9% and 2.64%, respectively. Active
pharma ingredient maker Supriya Lifescience ended up 42.7% on its Mumbai market debut day, compared with an initial public oﬀering price of 274 rupees.

Indian shares end higher on upbeat global cues; tech, auto stocks jump
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Here are the top 4 reasons people buy Mutual Funds!
Professional Management - The fund
managers are responsible for doing all the
research, and they guide you to select which
stocks to buy or sell. In addition, their
knowledge of market trends helps lower your
risk if one company fails because it diversifies
investments among many companies in
different industries that could be affected by
such an event.
Affordability - Most new investors start small,
so they can learn about investing before
committing lots upon joining up with
retirement plans like pensions etc. Still, over
time most funds allow adjustments upwards
when someone has gained enough experience
& confidence.
Diversification - "Keep your financial bowl
healthy." A mutual fund typically invests in
various companies and industries to help
lower risk and manage your portfolio
accordingly. Diversification is a saviour that
enables you to balance your highs and lows in
mutual funds.
What are the risks associated with Mutual
Funds?
Mutual funds are a great way to invest in the
market, but they come with risks. For example,
mutual fund managers can force you out if an
investment doesn''t go according to plan. And
there''s no guarantee that your money will be
safe even after retirement since this investing
requires constant reinvestment rather than
just keeping what earned interest has
accumulated over time like saving accounts do.
There are also several advantages; some
people feel more comfortable putting their

assets into something where someone else
knows how it should grow, which might lead
them to choose investments. Such as mutual
funds because then all risk is offloaded onto
others who know what needs doing so long as
those managing affairs have to access enough
capital from elsewhere (earned through fees).
Your portfolio is worth more today than it was
yesterday. But how do you know if the price of
your investments has gone up or down? You
can check with a financial advisor for answers,
but before doing so, be aware that several
different types and sources of dividends are
available! (And hey, do you know we can help
you out too and you don’t have to worry about
the losses, we are on it too!)
Dividends may come from stock in companies
that pay out profits every quarter; bonds might
provide interest income monthly - even daily
sometimes-and investor funds invest
portfolios based upon specific strategies like
growth investing for long term success where
small increases could lead to significant
returns over time while slowing down
economic volatility.
Let’s know about the various Mutual Funds
and their unique traits.
Equity Funds
The category of "Equity" funds is the largest in
this list. There are many different types, such
as small-, mid-, and large-cap stocks for
investments based on size or approach
towards growth strategies. These strategies
are aggressive investing versus incomeproducing values that do not have high
expectations about future returns but rather

strict guidelines to earn profits from dividends
paid out by companies'' earnings instead.
Additionally equity can be categorized
according to Reflecting Domestic (U S) Stocks
vs Foreign Equities which will boost one''s
investment options depending upon where
you want your money to go generate greater
rates than those offered through other
countries'' economies.
Fixed-income
Fixed-income funds are a great way to invest if
you''re looking for stability. These mutual
funds have set rates, such as government
bonds or corporate debt instruments. They
pay interest on what the company has saved in
their pocket, which is then passed down
through shares with dividends at regular
intervals (usually annually).
It could be argued that these investments
offer more security than alternatives like
stocks, where one can lose 50% overnight.
H o w e v e r, t h e re s t i l l n e e d s c a re f u l
consideration before making any decisions
because while fixed income provides peace of
mind when things go smoothly - nobody wants
an emergency fund complete!
Index funds
Index funds are another popular investment
strategy that has become increasingly popular
in recent years. Index fund managers base
their decisions on the belief it''s tough and
often expensive to try to beat market averages
consistently over time; this way, you can spend
less money with your advisor or research
team, who will pass along any excess returns
back into shareholder pockets instead of

spending them all away trying harder than
before when nothing was really gained from
those efforts anyway!
Balanced fund
A balanced fund is an investment that
attempts to reduce the risk associated with
various asset classes. There are two variationsone designed for those who want more
stability and another which considers volatility
to make it easier on investors'' appetites.
The aim behind this kind of strategy can be
summarized as follows: if you''re scared about
stocks going down, then put your money into
bonds; however, if things don''t look so bad
after all but what happened last year seems
too far off due historical trends continuing at
their current pace - why not try investing some
cash alongside its equivalent amount worth
gold or silver coins?
Income funds
Income funds are named for their purpose, to
provide steady cash flow. These investments
consist primarily in high-quality corporate
bonds and government debt which holds them
until maturity so that they can generate
interest rates from it as well as produce income
on an ongoing basis ?for investors who want
this type of security but may also have
cautioned about the various financial that
makes situation more complicated and make
sense because if something goes wrong, it''s
not like anyone will come out ahead
significantly since most people had invested
money into things knowing full well how risky
stocks could potentially get once everyone
starts panicking again.
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Indian Pharma Industry
Industry Scenario
India is the Prominent and rapidly growing Sector in the global
Pharmaceuticals Industry. It is the largest provider of generic
medicines globally, occupying a 20% share in global supply by
volume, and supplies 62% of global demand for vaccines. India
ranks 3rd worldwide for production by volume and
14th by value.
Indian Pharma Industry enjoys an important position
in the global pharmaceuticals sector. The country
also has a large pool of scientists and engineers with
a potential to steer the industry ahead to greater
heights. Moreover, the Domestic Pharmaceuticals
Industry includes a Network of 3000 Pharma
companies and 10,500 Manufacturing
Units.Presently, over 80% of the antiretroviral drugs
used globally to combat AIDS (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome) are supplied by Indian
pharmaceutical firms.
Market Share
The pharmaceutical industry in India is currently
valued at $41.7 billion. Generic drugs, with 71%
market share, form the largest segment of the
pharmaceutical industry in India. This is set to grow
as exports of generics to the US rise, as branded
drugs worth $55 bn will become off-patent during
2017-2019. As per the domestic market share in the
pharmaceutical industry by revenue, Anti-Infectives
(13.6%), Cardiac (12.4%), and Gastrointestinal
(11.5%) had the biggest market share.
Yearly Drug Exports
Pharmaceuticals Export to continue witnessing
growth.
(I) Yearly Export Revenue
India is the 12th largest exporter of medical goods in
the world. The country's pharmaceutical sector
contributes 6.6% to the total merchandise exports

inflows in the Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Sector
reached US$130million between April 2021 to June 2021.
Growth Drivers
· India has the highest number of US-FDA Compliant Pharma
Plants outside the US. Moreover, Domestic Pharma Industry

(II) Major Export Destinations
In FY20, 32.1% of India's pharma exports were to the North
America, followed by 17.96% to Africa
and 15.70% to the European Union.
Advantage India

includes a Network of more than 3000 Drug Companies and
over 10,500 Manufacturing Units.
· In May 2021,Mission COVID-Suraksha was announced by GOI
to quicken development and production of COVID Vaccines. To

· India is the largest provider of generic drugs globally. Indian
pharmaceutical sectorsupplies over 50% of global demand for
various vaccines, 40% of generic demand in the US and 25% of
all medicine in the UK.
Recent Developments
Some of the recent developments/investments in the
Indian pharmaceutical sector are as follows:
· The Union Cabinet has given its nod for the amendment
of existing Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy in the
pharmaceutical sector in order to allow FDI up to 100%
under the automatic route for manufacturing of medical
devices subject to certain conditions.The Indian drugs
and pharmaceuticals sector received cumulative FDIs
worth US$ 17.99 billion between April 2000 and March
2021.
· In November 2021, US-based Akston Biosciences
announced that it will start the clinical trial of its secondgeneration COVID-19 vaccine 'AKS-452' in India soon.
· In October 2021, AstraZeneca India launched a Clinical
Data and Insights (CDI) division to further strengthen its
global presence and manage data-related aspects of its
clinical trials.
· In September 2021, the Indian government
contributed US$ 4 billion to the pharmaceutical and
medical industries.
· In August 2021, Glenmark collaborated with SaNOtize
to introduce spray for COVID-19 treatment in India and
other Asian markets.
· In August 2021, Uniza Group, an Ahmedabad-based
pharmaceutical firm, signed an agreement with Lysulin
Inc. (an US-based firm) to introduce Lysulin, a nutritional
product for Indian consumers.
· In August 2021, Alkem Laboratories introduced
Famotidine and Ibuprofen tablets to treat osteoarthritis
and rheumatoid arthritis symptoms in the US.
Top 5 Pharma Companies in India

Road Ahead
Medicine spending in India is expected to grow 9 12% over the

(I) Cost efficiency:Low cost of production and R&D boosts
efficiency of Indian pharma companies, leading to competitive
exports. Indian pharma export reached US$ 24.44 billion in
FY21.
(ii) Economic Drivers: High Economic growth along with
increasing penetration of Health Insurance to push
Expenditure on Healthcare and Medicine in India.
(iii) Policy Support:In June 2021, Finance Minister Ms. Nirmala
Sitharaman announced an additional outlay of Rs. 197,000
crore (US $26,578.3 million) that will be utilized over five years
for the pharmaceutical PLI scheme in 13 key sectors such as
active pharmaceutical ingredients, drug intermediaries and
key starting materials.
(iv) Increasing Investments: The Foreign Direct Investment

expand the capacity of indigenous production of Covaxin
under the mission, the Department of Biotechnology,
Government of India, provided financial support in the form of
a grant to vaccine manufacturing facilities for enhanced the
production capacities.
· Demand for generic medicines in rural markets has seen a
sharp growth. Various companies are now investing in the
distribution network in rural areas.

next five years, leading India to become one of the top 10
countries in terms of medicine spending. The Indian
Government has taken many steps to reduce costs and bring
down healthcare expenses. Speedy introduction of generic
drugs into the market has remained in focus and is expected to
benefit the Indian pharmaceutical companies. In addition, the
thrust on rural health programs, lifesaving drugs and
preventive vaccines also augurs well for the pharmaceutical
companies.
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Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited

Sun Pharma, incorporated in 1983, is the 4th largest specialty
generic pharmaceutical Company in the world with the
Revenue of over US$ 4.5 Billion. It is also India's largest
Pharmaceutical Company. Supported by more than 40
Manufacturing Facilities, the company provides high-quality,
affordable medicines, trusted by healthcare professionals and
patients, to more than 100 Countries across the globe.
(I) Products Portfolio
Sun Pharma produces a comprehensive, diverse and highly
complementary portfolio of generic and specialty medicines
targeting a wide spectrum of chronic and acute treatments.
Our product portfolio includes generics, branded generics,
specialty, difficult-to-make technology intensive products,
over the counter (OTC), anti-retrovirals (ARVs), Active

Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) and intermediates. Our
presence in more than 100 countries helps us in being
responsive to local treatment needs while continually
improving our global product offering.
(i)
Revenue Classification
(A)
Business-wise Revenue Share
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited, and its subsidiaries
together
constitute
the universe
o f S u n
Pharma. It is
a leading
specialty
generics
pharmaceut
i c a l
company
with a strong
presence in
I
ndia and
(As on 31 March,2021)
t h e U S
markets. The company mainly generates its Revenue from its
five Business Segments. Sun Pharma's Business-wise
Revenue Break-up is as follows:
(B)Geographical Classification of Revenue
Revenue Mix by Geographies
Sun Pharma is
growing its
portfolio of
specialty
products,
b ra n d e d
generics and
pure generics
across 100+
countries
globally. It is
also amongst
one of the
(As on 31 March,2021)
leading Indian
pharma companies in emerging markets. Moreover, Company
derives its major Revenue (67%) from International Markets.
·Domestic Market
Sun Pharma is the largest Pharmaceutical Company in the
domestic market with 8.17% Market Share and strong
positioning in the high-growth chronic segments. It offers a
complete therapy basket, with products in Neuropsychiatry,
Cardiology, Diabetology, Gastroenterology, Pain/Analgesics,

Gynecology,
Ophthalmol
ogy, Urology,
Dermatolog
y
,
Respiratory,
A n t i I nfe c t i ve s ,
And Other
Segments.
Over the
years, the
Company
(As on 31 March,2021)
has built a
strong sales force, which enables it to reach many doctors in
the country.
Domestic Revenue Growth in Recovery Mode
·
SUN Pharma's Domestic Revenue has grown at 7.7%
over FY15-20 and has underperformed the market growth,
with Indian Pharmaceutical Market growing at 10% (FY15-20).
Therapies, comprising 67% of Domestic sales, witnessed
inferior growth to the industry.
·
Over the
past one
y e a r ,
Company's
performanc
e
h a s
improved
considerabl
y, wherein
YoY growth
is 14.3% v/s
its five-year
CAGR of
7.9% for the
year ending
Sep'21 on a
Moving
a n n u a l
Total Basis
( M AT ) .
T h e ra p i e s
comprising
4 5 % o f
Domestic
sales have
witnessed
superior in
l i n e
industry
growth.
(I) Shareholding Pattern (Sept. 2021)
· Promoters Pledged 0.16% of Shares in September Quarter.
Total Pledge stands at 60.52% at the end of the Quarter.

(As on 30Sept,2021)

·Promoters holding remains unchanged at 54.48% in Sep. 2021
Quarter.
·FII/FPI have increased holdings from 11.5% to 12.07% in Q-2,
2021.
·Mutual Funds have decreased Holdings from 12.03% to
11.72% in last Quarter.
·Institutional Investors have also increased their holdings from
33.48% to 33.79% in Sep 2021 qtr.
(IV)Financial Parameters (Values in Mn.)

· In March 2021, Sun Pharmaceuticals acquired a 12.5% stake
in Australia-based WRS Bioproducts for US$ 1.5 million.
· In May 2021, the company entered a royalty-free, nonexclusive licensing agreement with Eli Lilly and Company to
expand access to the COVID-19 drug, Baricitinib. The company
will manufacture and distribute the drug in India.
· In June 2021, Sun Pharmaceuticals acquired the patent
license for Dapagliflozin from AstraZeneca. The company will
distribute and promote the drug under the brand name 'Oxra'.
· In September 2021, with the launch of Revital NXT, Sun
P h a r m a C o n s u m e r H e a l t h ca re , a d i v i s i o n o f S u n
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., announced its entry into the
nutrition bar category in India. Revital NXT, is
a brand
extension of Revital H, a health supplement.
(vi) Competitive Strength
a) Strong global prominence ·4th largest global specialty generics company
·10th largest generics Company in the US
·Largest pharma company in India by Market Share
·2nd largest by prescriptions in the US dermatology Segment
·No. 1ranking with 10 different classes of Doctors in India
·Among the largest Indian Pharmaceuticals Companies in the
Emerging Markets
·Largest Indian Pharma Company in Japan
b) Robust R&D infrastructure and capabilities to develop
technologically complex products in the generic and specialty
segments.
c) Focus on driving growth and profitability through a
pragmatic mix of organic and inorganic initiatives.
d) Strong Balance Sheet reveals ability to undertake inorganic
initiatives without any significant leverage, allowing future
growth headroom.
e) Ability to supply affordable, high-quality products
consistently across the world.
(vii) Opportunities
· The pandemic has resulted in increased healthcare
awareness globally. This augurs well for companies like Sun
Pharma, which can supply high-quality pharmaceutical
products at affordable prices.
·Favorable macro-economic parameters for India and
emerging markets are likely to ensure reasonable volume
growth for pharmaceutical products across these markets in
the long term.
·The pandemic has also
brought forward the need
for therapeutic medicines
fo r t r e a t i n g C O V I D - 1 9
symptoms, extending an
opportunity for
pharmaceutical companies
to service the urgent and
vital needs of patients.
However, the demand for
such products keeps
fluctuating depending on
the number of viral infections.
· For many years, developed markets witnessed a consistent
increase in contribution of specialty products in their
overall pharmaceutical spending and this trend is expected
to continue in future as well. Sun Pharma has already
commercialized many of its specialty products in developed
markets, and hence will be able to reap the benefits of this
expanding opportunity.
· Growing penetration of generics in Japan and opening of
the China market, present good long-term opportunities
for Indian companies, including Sun Pharma.
(I) Threats
· Fresh outbreaks of the pandemic across the world and
subsequent disruption in economic activities may impact
economic growth across countries and indirectly also
impact pharmaceutical consumption.
· Significant
volatility in
t h e fo rex
market,
especially
f
o
r
e m e rg i n g
market
currencies,
may adversely impact reported growth of these markets, even
though they may be recording growth in local currency terms.
· Challenging US generics pricing environment, driven by
customer consolidation and higher competitive intensity, on
account of faster pace of generic drug approvals by the USFDA.
· Developing a specialty pipeline requires high upfront
investments for long-term benefits and may impact shortterm profitability.
· Given the additional spending on battling the pandemic,
governments across the world may try to control pricing of
certain products, which may lead to government-mandated
price controls on all pharmaceutical products.

(v) Developments and New Products
· In February 2021, it introduced Brivaracetam, an antiepileptic drug, in multiple dosage forms, a day after the patent
expiry. This drug was developed by UCB, a Belgian-based firm.
· In February 2021, the company launched a website for its
long-term care portfolio in the US, highlighting the efficacy and
safety profile for each product.
Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling
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Stock Report

The Stock Report shown above has been
chosen within the companies having zero debt
in its financials which means no interest
expense. As there is no interest liability neither
short term nor long term, this gives a big
breakthrough to these well established
businesses to invest that money in productive
areas and improve the overall functionality and
fundamentals of its stock. Therefore, a huge
potential can be seen for the companies listed
above to grow consistently and generate
further revenue and profits in the near future as
well as long term.
Firstly, as we see the report the stocks have
been categorized by its respective Market Cap
(Largest to smallest). Market Capitalization is
the market value of any publicly traded
company's outstanding shares, calculated by
multiplying the company's share price with
total number of outstanding shares.
Secondly, as discussed before the other
parameter used in the report is zero debt.

Debt in simple words means the amount of
money that you owe to someone. Companies
can raise debt by borrowing loans from banks in
returns to pay an interest amount every month.
Debt free companies would have certain
advantages. The first simple advantage would
be to find out the intrinsic value of the
company. In addition to, other benefits would
be in the working of the company which
includes higher working capital, reduction in
operating expenses, increase in gross margin of
its goods and the same money can be used as
per the convenience of the management to
increase the overall productivity of the
company. It could be concluded that having no
interest expense gives surplus cash to the firm
which in turn benefits the company to facilitate
its overall structure.
Moving on, let us take an example of a stock
with the second highest market cap HDFC AMC.
A major plus points the company is debt free
and also supported by positive financials. As we

go ahead, we notice the ROE for this stock is
30.11, and P/E ratio is 37.47 while the D/E ratio
h a s to b e ze ro w h i c h m e a n s to f u n d
shareholder's equity company uses zero debt.
In other financials ROCE = 39.93 and ROA stands
at 28.2. This only proves that the company has
performed in a uniform manner and all the
numbers stated above are in the favour of the
company. The company portrayed healthy
profits and profit growth for 5years is around
22.64. It could be said the company has always
been on a positive path in terms of returns and
with financial backing in the coming time the
company is expected to be a solid investment
for its investor's to park their money in and gain
money out of the stock..
In addition to, let us take an example of
another stock Cams Services. Every Stock
comes with its own classifications. The
following stock has a lower market cap but at
the same time we already know the company
has zero debt and returns are escalating at a

high level where ROCE = 57.7 and ROE = 43.98,
ROA = 27.81 and profit growth for 5 years is
around 20.61. We can figure out that the
returns are on a positive side in relation to its
smaller market cap. The stock has peroformed
well is definitely not at its maximum at the
moment and can reach greater heights in terms
of market cap and overall profits. As a result
every stock comes with it its own pros and cons
and one should study each stock in their own
fundamental detailed way.
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for
many investors who are looking for short term
ideas and if calculated specifically also large
term investments.. These stocks have potential
to grow large in their profit growth and in terms
of size, returns and its share price. Therefore,
the following parameters should be studied in
detail for all these stocks and depending on
individual conclusions money could be invested
based on your portfolio and risk profile.

Chart Setup
ITC Ltd.

Cipla Ltd

The stock has pulled back from below support levels and started following upside trend. Buy at
CMP, take stop loss around 210-212 with target between 235-240.

The stock has broken the trendline upside with the momentum being positive. Buy at CMP
taking stop loss around 920 and target between 955-960.

Divis Laboratories Ltd.

JSW Steel India Ltd.

The Stock has major support levels with Pharma sector being bullish. Therefore, buy
at CMP with Stop loss around 4535 and target between 4675-4700.

The Stock is following a downward channel pattern. Sell at CMP take
stop loss around 660 with target around 640.

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions & are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

